
Open days on
Transactional Analysis

2021, Febuary 13th, July 3rd, September 25th
9 am - 6 pm

Live in Hamburg or online

TAFlow



TAFlow
Are you in the mood for more TA and a day full of surprises?
The issues of all participants involved are in targeted here. In a small
learning group you can deepen your TA skills where it is most
appropriate and helpful to you. You will also get a lot of inspiration
trough the topics of others. In an atmosphere of productive curiosity
we will create a safe learning space together. You are welcome -
whatever TA skill level you’re arriving with and regardless of your
professional or private context.

Why
TA Flow offers a charming possibility to be involved in discussions
about TA concepts and their application without the commitment to
a TA training group.
TA Flow offers an easy to access forum for exchanging ideas and
getting inspired. You only sign up for one day - no commitment.

What youmay contribute
• specific questions about the application of TA in your context
• the desire to exchange and deepen your knowledge about a

TA concept that you are particularly interested in or about
another non-TA models or books that have inspired you

• the desire to practice counselling in the form of peer
supervision

• a question from your professional context that you would like
to clarify in (peer) supervision

• Any questions on exam preparation
Starting with these ingredients we’ll start each day by putting
together a menu for the day.

How
We will work in German and in English - translating if
necessary; live or online - depending on traveling possibilities.

Where
Live meetings
Birth und Lüffe



Institut für psychologische Beratung, Fortbildung und
Supervision
Sillemstraße 76a
20257 Hamburg
Online: WWW.BIT.LY/AMAE-ZOOM

When
2021, February 13th, July 3rd, September 25th

from 9 AM - 6 PM each day.

What it costs
150.00 € per day, plus valid VAT.
training hours recognized by the DGTA, EATA and ITAA

I look forward to your presence and your topics!

Warm regards

NICOLE.LENNER@AMAE.DE
+49 (0) 171 22 111 05
WWW.AMAE.DE

Register online

WWW.BIT.LY/AMAE-REGISTRATION

http://bit.ly/amae-registration

